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1. Introduction 

Today, many researches have been done to recognize 

Handwritten characteristics have got million application because 

in terms of vital link between machine and then communication. 

Several algorithms have been proposed by many researchers but 

finding the efficiency of these algorithms is still in the quest. In 

this paper our approach is not to refine the algorithm but select 

the best of the algorithm.  In this paper the focus is to find out 

the complete information of the handwritten character. Many 

feature selection methods are available but very few talk about 

the structure of the image and none of them talk about the 

curved character image. The new 2D view feature extraction 

method is used to gather data from the character image. From 

this method we get top, bottom, left and right view of the image. 

All the views formed are not sufficient to reconstruct the image 

because data from inner part of image is not collected. So the 

missing data has to be identified and this is done by removing all 

the views from the original image, the remaining pixels are 

considered as extra view of the image. The outcome will be the 

remaining pixels which are not identified by any one of the basic 

views. 

When these features are used to train SVM, which enhanced 

good results for lower and upper case characters. 

2. Implementation Details 

Inputs to the system are the character images which have 

been processed by different stages like preprocessing, feature 

extraction and classification. In pre-processing, the character 

image is normalized to a standard size. Feature extraction 

process gets the two dimensional (2D) views of each image. 

These feature data is applied to train SVM in training phase.  

SVM creates structure with this training data can be called as 

model. Then test character images can be classified in particular 

classes, depending on their features, by SVM. 

The block diagram of our HCR system is shown in Fig. 1.  

 
Figure 1: Block diagram of Handwritten Character 

Recognition System 

2.1 Image Acquisition:  

We will acquire an image to our system as an input. This 

image should have a specific format, for example, bmp, jpg 

format. This image can be acquired through the scanner or, 

digital camera or other digital input devices. 

2.2 Preprocessing:  

After acquiring the image, it will be processed through 

sequence of preprocessing steps to be ready for the next step. In 

HCR system, typical preprocessing operations include 

normalization, smoothing and noise reduction of a digital image 

so that, algorithms and classification can be made simple and 

more accurate.  
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Normalization is to regulate the size, position, and shape of 

character images, so as to reduce the shape variation between the 

images of same class. In normalization process all images are 

converted into fixed size format of 64x64 pixels. Then convert 

the grayscale image into a binary image. The output image 

replaces all pixels in the input image with luminance greater 

than level with the value 1 (white) and replaces all other pixels 

with the value 0 (black). 

Median filtering is applied on normalized images for 

removal of noise from the image. The objective of noise removal 

is to remove any unwanted bit patterns, which do not have any 

significance in the output. 

Noise removal reducing noise in an image. For on-line there 

is no noise to eliminate so no need for the noise removal. In off-

line mode, the noise may come from the writing style or from 

the optical device captures the image.  

2.3 Feature Extraction:  
Feature extraction is an important data gathering step, in 

which important data of character images are collected. The 

feature should include all the data with which the original image 

can be identified. Many available feature selection methods are 

studies but very few talk about the structure of the image and 

none of them talk about the curved character image. The new 2D 

view feature extraction method is applied for HECR system. 

This method is to get the top, bottom, left, right view of the 

image. As shown in Figure 2 the views of the image can be 

found by selecting the pixel from the original image. For 

selecting the left view start scanning image from top to bottom 

and each row from left to right. Count all the white pixels until 

get the first black pixel, then go to next row. Then for selecting 

the top view start scanning image from left to right and each 

column from top to bottom. Right view can be achieved by 

scanning image from top to bottom and each row from right to 

left. And bottom view achieved by scanning image from left to 

right, and each column from bottom to top image. 

2.3.1 Incorporation of Extra View: 

All the views (Top, Bottom, Left and Right view) formed 

are not sufficient to reconstruct the image because data from 

inner part of image is not collected. The data which is not 

identified or not collected in the basic views can be obtained by 

removing the data of basic views from the preprocessed image. 

This data is considered as extra view of the image. Incorporation 

of extra view makes handwritten character recognition more 

effective and accurate. 

 
Figure 2:  (a) 2D direction of character image 

 
                             (b)                                   (c)  

  
                         (d)                                         (e) 

Figure 2: (b) Left view (c) Right View (d) Top View (e) 

Bottom View 

2.4 Smoothing  

We can use a low pass averaging filter to eliminate the 

noise. The aim of smoothing is to give a general idea of 

relatively slow changes of value with little attention paid to the 

close matching of data values, while curve fitting concentrates 

on achieving as close a match as possible. Fig. 3 shows the 

views after smoothing. 

 
             (a)   Left View 

 
(b) Right View 

 
(c) Top View 

 
(d) Bottom View 

Figure 3: Smoothing of views (a) Left (b) Right (c) Top (d) 

Bottom 

2.5 Interpolation: 

Next step in feature extraction is Interpolation to find the 

curve which fit the views perfectly. Interpolation is a method of 

constructing new data points within the range of a discrete set of 

known data points. For finding the curve fitting to the points in 

the views collected from the image the cubic interpolation 

method is used. This method uses four points to find the fine 

curve at each point so that the curve will be more close to fit all 

the points in the image views. Fig. 4 shows the views after 

interpolation. 

 
(a) Left View 

 
(b) Right View 
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(c) Top View 

 
(d) Bottom View 

Figure 4: Interpolation of views (a) Left (b) Right (c) Top (d) 

Bottom 

2.6 Sampling: 

Sampling is an important aspect of data collection. Figure 5 

shows sampling effect on all views of character image. All the 

views are interpolated and made ready for sampling. This 

process will collect sample data from the curve so that the curve 

representation will not change and sampled data can represent 

the same curve as original one. After interpolation we will get 64 

points which are now a curve or can be represented as 

polynomial. This can be represented as the feature set but further 

it can be reduced by sampling the data with sampling rate 1/4. 

After sampling the feature data size of every view is 16 points. 

Finally each character image will have 80 points. These features 

are easy to interpret, compute and they have good information 

about the structure of the character. 

 
(a) Left View 

 
(b) Right View 

 
(c) Top View 

 
(d) Bottom View 

Figure 5: Sampling of views (a) Left (b) Right (c) Top (d) 

Bottom 

2.7 Classification and recognition using Support Vector 

Machine: 

The objective of any machine capable of learning is to 

achieve good generalization performance, given a finite amount 

of training data, by striking a balance between the goodness of 

fit attained on a given training dataset and the ability of the 

machine to achieve error-free recognition on other datasets. 

The Support Vector Machine (SVM) can be characterized as 

a supervised learning algorithm capable of solving linear and 

non linear classification problems. The principle of an SVM is to 

map the input data onto a higher dimensional feature space 

nonlinearly related to the input space and determine a separating 

hyper plane with maximum margin between the two classes in 

the feature space. This results in a nonlinear boundary in the 

input space. The optimal separating hyper plane can be 

determined without any computations in the higher dimensional 

feature space by using kernel functions in the input space. 

Commonly used kernels include: 

Kernel Function 

Linear 
 

Gaussian  (Radial 

basis function) 
 

Polynomial 

 
Tangent 

Hyperbolic  
 

3. Experimental Result 

After preprocessing and feature extraction the datasets for 

SVM are created which include 80 feature points of each 

character and the respective class label. The training dataset is 

provided to the SVM to create the structure which can be used 

for testing. Radial Bases Function (RBF) Kernel is used in the 

experiments for SVM. The overall performance of recognition 

rate on the test set for the SVM classifier is shown in Table 1 

and Table No. 2. Figure 6 shows the character recognition output 

of single character. 

Table 1: SVM classification accuracy for Lower Case 

Characters (a-z) 

 Training 

Data set 

Testing 

Data set 

Accuracy Classification 

Classes 5 5 23/50 46% 

Samples 

for each 

class 

10 10 

Classes 26 26 34/52 65.38% 

Samples 

for each 

class 

8 2 

Classes 26 26 670/832 80% 

Samples 

for each 

class 

60 32 

Classes 26 26 860/1040 82.69% 

Samples 

for each 

class 

70 40 

Table 2: SVM classification accuracy for Upper Case 

Characters (A-Z) 

 Training 

Data set 

Testing 

Data set 

Accuracy Classification 

With EV 

Classes 5 5 33/50 66% 

Samples 

for each 

class 

15 10 

Classes 10 10 147/260 56.53% 

Samples 

for each 

class 

25 25 

Classes 26 26 319/520 61.34% 

Samples 

for each 

class 

30 20 

Classes 26 26 532/650 81.78% 

Samples 

for each 

class 

40 25 
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Table 3: SVM classification accuracy with EV and normal 

SVM for special character Q and G 

 Trainin

g Data 

set 

Testing 

Data set 

Classification 

with normal 

SVM 

Classification 

With EV 

Classes 1 1 58% 66% 

Samples 

for class Q 

40 25 

Classes 1 1 68% 82% 

Samples 

for class 

G 

40 25 

 

  
Figure 6: Single Character Recognition result (Lower Case-

‘a’ and ‘b’) 

  
Figure 7: Single Character Recognition result (Upper Case-

‘C’ and ‘D’) 

4. Conclusion 

The focus of this paper is on to find hidden information of 

character which we called as Extra View. Experiments show that 

these features have good discrimination ability. For training and 

test sets, the basic views provide 64 features for each character 

image, which are not sufficient for representing full information 

of character image completely. Then E-View added to feature 

extraction to get all most all the features from each character 

image, which increased the features of each character image to 

80 and accuracy of SVM is increased. It can be concluded that 

features extracted from the character images are well represent 

the complete input information of character image; the accuracy 

of character recognition will increased definitely specially for 

hidden information of characters like Q and G.  SVM have been 

demonstrated superior classification accuracies to neural 

classifiers in many experiments.  Here the paper represent 

procedure to extract complete information of handwritten 

character, together with the SVM improves handwritten 

character recognition. Experiments shows that the by adding 

extra view improves the accuracy about 20% than the result of 

normal views.  
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